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New and more illuminating derivations are given for the three constants of the motion of a
nonsliding tippe top and other symmetric tops with a spherical peg in contact with a horizontal
plane. Some rigorous conclusions about the motion can be drawn immediately from these constants.
It is shown that the system is integrable, and provides a valuable pedagogical example of such
systems. The equation for the tipping rate is reduced to one-dimensional form. The question of
sliding versus nonsliding is considered. A careful literature study of the work over the past century
on this problem has been done. The classic work of Routh has been rescued from obscurity, and
some misstatements in the literature are corrected. ©2000 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of the tippe top has fascinated physicists
over a century.1–30 Textbook discussions are, however, s
quite rare and brief.26,28,29Figure 1 shows schematically th
small wooden commercial model readily available.~Appen-
dix A gives the specifications of the model in our poss
sion.! This type was introduced in Denmark a half centu
ago. In the nineteenth century loaded~eccentric! spheres of
various kinds were used2–4 ~Fig. 2!. Here we discuss som
aspects of the motion of such tippe tops, but the results a
fact more general, and apply to any symmetric top with
spherical peg in contact with a horizontal plane.

It has been established,33 both experimentally5,12,18,21and
theoretically,3,6,7,27,34that a full explanation of the steady ris
ing of the center of gravity of both ordinary and tippe to
requires sliding friction.35 There are regimes, howeve
where sliding can be neglected and the top rolls and piv
e.g., when sufficient energy has been dissipated by sliding
if the top is started with low kinetic energy. Experiments5,18

and computer simulations27 have shown that, for both ordi
nary and tippe tops, some motions consist of alternating r
ing and sliding segments. The nondissipative limiting ca
of pure rolling, and sliding without friction~Appendix B!,
can serve as zeroth-order approximations for perturba
treatments,6,7,12,16 with the sliding friction as the perturba
tion. It is the rolling regimes we study here—for two re
sons. First, the results have relevance to the real top mo
as just explained, and second, in the nonsliding regime
tippe top provides a beautiful nontrivial example of an in
grable system. The study of such systems is much
vogue,36,37 since they are rare. As is well known, most no
linear systems~as is the tippe top! are nonintegrable, and ca
display chaotic motion. An integrable system has at leas
many independent constants of the motion as there are
grees of freedom, and often~as here! the dynamics is sepa
rable, i.e., can be reduced to a set of one-dimensional p
lems. Integrable systems can display only regular~i.e.,
nonchaotic! motions. As we shall see, with perfect frictio
~i.e., no slipping!, there are three~local38! degrees of free-
dom and three constants of the motion.@Another limiting
case—no friction—is also integrable, and is much easie
discuss~Appendix B!.#

A classic, but totally ignored,39 discussion of the integra
bility of the nonsliding tippe top was given by Routh.40,41He
821 Am. J. Phys.68 ~9!, September 2000 http://ojps.aip.or
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shows that there are three constants of the motion: the
ergy, the so-called Jellett constant~a linear combination of
angular momentum components!, and what we term the
Routh constant. The physical significance of the Routh c
stant has not yet been understood, but we show that it
volves purely kinetic energy.

Our contribution is to simplify the derivation of the con
stants of the motion, and to discuss their physical sign
cance as currently understood. The simplifications co
from using vector methods and from working with a simp
set of angular velocity components than the Euler angle
rivatives. We use the standard angular velocity compone
referred to the body-fixed principal axes. There are certa
problems in rigid body motion where the introduction of th
Euler angles is advantageous~e.g., asymmetric tops, stead
precessional motion, etc.!, but there are cases,46–48 particu-
larly involving symmetric tops~such as the tippe top!, where
the calculations are simpler without them. We also ha
carefully studied the literature of this problem for the pa
century, point out some overlooked references, and cor
some misstatements. The nonslipping tippe top can ser
useful pedagogical role in advanced mechanics course
either the rigid body motion section or the section deal
with integrability and chaos.

The paper is organized as follows: The translational a
rotational equations of motion are given in Sec. II, follow
by three sections giving the derivations of the three consta
of the motion, and then a discussion. There are also
appendices, one on the frictionless case, and another gi
some data for the tippe top in our possession.

II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

For our purposes the older model tippe top is slightly mo
convenient, i.e., a loaded~eccentric! sphere. The center o
mass is off center by a distancea—see Fig. 2. There are n
qualitative differences in the behaviors of the tops of Figs
and 2, and the minor differences are easily explained.7,16

Figure 2 shows the geometry. As is standard in rigid bo
theory, we use two sets of axes: space-fixed axes~XYZ! with
Z vertical, and body-fixed axes~123! with 3 along the top
symmetry axis and origin at the center of mass~G!. The only
angle of interest49 to us isu, the angle between theZ and 3
axes. Its rate of change,u̇, gives the tipping rate.
821g/ajp/ © 2000 American Association of Physics Teachers
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The translational and rotational equations of motion
the top are

M v̇5Ftotal[F1w, ~1!

and

L̇5t [2r3F, ~2!

respectively, whereM is the mass,v the center of mass ve
locity, •[d/dt is the time rate of change,Ftotal is the total
external force on the top,F the reaction force at contact poin
C, andw52Mgẑ the vertically acting weight.L is the an-
gular momentum with respect to the center of mass, ant
52r3F is the torque about the center of mass due toF ~the
minus sign arising because ourr , the relative position ofG
with respect toC, points fromC to G!.

There are also two constraint conditions. The first is ho
nomic ~integrable, or geometric!, i.e.,

r5Rẑ2a3̂, ~3!

which is the condition for the top to always be in conta
with the surface. The second,

v5v3r , ~4!

Fig. 1. Schematic of the tippe top~construction details are in Appendix A!.
Given a spin on its spherical side, it quickly turns over and spins on
stem, the center of gravity thus rising~from Ref. 26!.

Fig. 2. Loaded sphere version of the tippe top. The center of massG is off
center~O! by distancea. Space-fixed axes areXYZwith Z vertical ~X andY
can be chosen arbitrarily and are not shown!, and body-fixed axes are 12
with 3 along the symmetry axis~1 and 2 can be chosen arbitrarily and a

not shown!; ẑ and 3̂are unit vectors alongZ and 3, respectively. The force
acting are the weightw52Mgẑ at G, and the reaction forceF at contact
point C. F has a normal componentFz , and two transverse frictional com
ponentsF i and F' , which are parallel and perpendicular, respectively,
the plane of the paper~i.e., theZO3 plane!. The friction forces are static for

pure rolling.r5Rẑ2a3̂ is the vector fromC to G.
822 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 68, No. 9, September 2000
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is nonholonomic50 ~i.e., a nonintegrable, or rolling con
straint!, and is the condition for no slip at contact pointC;
Eq. ~4! states that the top instantaneously rotates about p
C. Herev is the angular velocity of the top. Equations~3!
and ~4! allow three local degrees of freedom.38

For a symmetric top (I 25I 1) the angular velocity and an
gular momentum are related by

L5I 1v11̂1I 1v22̂1I 3v33̂5I 1v1DIv33̂, ~5!

where we have added and subtracted a termI 1v33̂, and
where thev i are body-fixed principal axes components w

1̂, 2̂, and 3̂, unit vectors along the principal axes. The pri
cipal moments of inertia are (I 1 ,I 1 ,I 3) andDI 5I 32I 1 .

We note there are two dimensionless asymmetry par
eters in the problem: the eccentricitya/R, and the anisotropy
DI /I 1 . For tippe topsa/R will be positive and small,
whereas for ordinary tops it will be negative and usua
large. Appendix A gives the order of magnitude of the asy
metry parameters for our particular top, a tippe top.

We now discuss, in turn, the three integrals, or consta
of the motion, for the equations of motion~1! and ~2!.

III. THE ENERGY CONSTANT

Because we assume rolling without slipping, there is
energy dissipation, so that an obvious constant of the mo
is the total energyE5K1V[K rot1K tr1V, where K rot

5 1
2 I 1v1

21 1
2 I 1v2

21 1
2 I 3v3

2 is the rotational kinetic energy
K tr5

1
2 Mv2 is the translational kinetic energy, andV

5Mga(12cosu) is the gravitational potential energy. Ou
convention forV is that V50 when u50, i.e., when the
center of massZ coordinate isz5(R2a). To simplify the
expression for K tr5

1
2 M (v3r )25 1

2 M @(v3r )1
21(v3r )2

2

1(v3r )3
2#, we choose 1, 2 axes as in Fig. 3, and denote

special choice as 18, 28. The 18, 28 axes are not body-fixed
axes, but they are principal axes, so that the expression
K rot given above is still valid. In this coordinate system, w
haver 1850, r 285R sinu, andr 35R cosu2a. This gives

K tr5
1
2 Mr 2v18

2
1 1

2 M ~~R cosu2a!v282R sinuv3!2,

e

Fig. 3. Special choice of 1,2 axes, denoted 18,28. Here 2̂8 is in the plane of
the page~the ZO3 plane!, and 1̂8 ~along the so-called line of nodes! is
perpendicular to the page and outward, such that 18 28 3 is a right-handed
system.
822C. G. Gray and B. G. Nickel
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2

1r 3
25R21a222Racosu. The expression for

the energy is thus
1
2 @ I 11M ~R21a222Racosu!#v18

2
1 1

2 I 1v28
2

1 1
2 M @~R cosu2a!v282R sinuv3#21 1

2 I 3v3
2

1Mga~12cosu!5E. ~6!

This gives one relation amongv18 , v28 , and v3 . The
two nonobvious constants of the motion to which we n
turn will give us two more relations for these three comp
nents ofv.

IV. THE JELLETT CONSTANT

We notice from Fig. 2 that the torque aboutG in the r
direction vanishes, i.e.,t•r50. From~2! we then have

L̇•r50. ~7!

As we shall prove shortly,

L• ṙ50, ~8!

so that we then have obviously

d

dt
~L•r !50, ~9!

i.e., L•r is a constant of the motion,

L•r5const. ~10!

To establish~8!, we first expressṙ in a convenient form.

From the definitionr5Rẑ2a3̂ we haveṙ52a3̇̂. But for a

rotating rigid body, for the body-fixed vector 3ˆ we have 3ˆ̇

5v33̂. Hence we get51

ṙ52av33̂. ~11!

From ~11! and ~5! we have

L• ṙ52a~ I 1v1DIv33̂!•~v33̂!. ~12!

The termsv•(v33̂) and 3̂•(v33̂) vanish since (v33̂) is

perpendicular to bothv and 3̂, which establishes~8!.
The constant of the motion~10! is obviously the scalar

product ofL andr , as was first pointed out by O’Brien an
Synge.13 This constant is not, as sometimes stated,19,31 the
component ofL alongr , i.e.,L• r̂ . SinceL•r5L• r̂ r , where
r[ur u, andr obviously varies during the motion~see Fig. 2!,
it is clear thatL• r̂ is not a constant of the motion. Jellett34

first found this constant@in a form close to~14! given below#
by an approximate argument for the case that there is s
ping. It was Routh40 who first showed that~10! is an exact
constant of the motion whether or not there is slipping!

Since constants of the motion are unusual for dissipa
systems, we sketch another derivation which brings out m
clearly why ~10! is also valid if slipping occurs. Examining
Fig. 4 we note that only the componentF18 of F normal to
the plane of the figure contributes to the torque compone
tz5F18a' and t35F18r' . But a'5a sinu and r'

5R sinu, so thattz /t35a/R. Hence we haveL̇z /L̇35a/R
from the equation of motion~2!, so that
823 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 68, No. 9, September 2000
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a

R
L3D50,

or

Lz2
a

R
L35J ~a constant!. ~13!

By substitutingr5Rẑ2a3̂ in ~10!, and dividing both sides
by R, we see that~10! and~13! are equivalent. Note that thi
argument does not depend on whetherF18 is due to static or
kinetic friction, so that~10! is valid whether or not slipping
occurs.

The Jellett constant has been rediscovered a numbe
times,7,16,30most recently by Leutwyler30 in 1994 in the form
~13!. In this form, the Jellett constantJ has the dimension o
angular momentum, so that the linear combination~13! of
angular momentum components is a constant of the mot

By using the geometric relationLz5L3 cosu1L28 sinu,
and the principal axes valuesL35I 3v3 , L285I 1v28 , we can
rewrite ~13! in the form close to that found by Jellett an
Routh:

I 1R sinuv281I 3~R cosu2a!v35const. ~14!

Whenv28 is expressed in terms of Euler angles, we reco
the form given by Jellett and Routh.

Equation~14! is the second relation amongv18 , v28 , and
v3 , ~6! being the first. We now find another one.

V. THE ROUTH CONSTANT

As we shall see, the Routh constant, like the Jellett c
stant, is a kinetic quantity and does not involve the grav
tional strengthg @unlike the total energy~6!#. Unlike the
Jellett constant~14!, it is quadratic in the angular velocitie
and involves rotational kinetic energy. To derive it, we st
by eliminating the reaction forceF between the two equa
tions of motion~1! and ~2!:

L̇52r3~M v̇2w!. ~15!

Inspection of Fig. 2 shows thatr3w is perpendicular to the
ZO3 plane~the plane of the figure!, and therefore has no

Fig. 4. The relevant components of the torque with respect toG are tz

5F18a' , andt35F18r' , whereF18[Fx is the component ofF normal to

the plane~i.e., the component along 1ˆ 8!. The other components ofF, Fy ,
andFz , do not contribute totz andt3 .
823C. G. Gray and B. G. Nickel
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3-component. Hence taking the scalar product of~15! with 3̂
eliminatesw:

L̇35M v̇3r•3̂5M 3̂3 v̇•r , ~16!

where we have used the cyclic property ofA3B•C.

Fromv5v3r , we havev̇5v̇3r 1v3 ṙ . Using~11! and
the standard decomposition ofA3(B3C), we find

3̂3 v̇5r 3v̇2r v̇31av3v33̂. ~17!

From ~17! we get

3̂3 v̇•r5r 3~v̇•r !2r 2v̇31aRv3v•~ 3̂3 ẑ!, ~18!

where we have usedr5Rẑ2a3̂ to obtain the last term in
~18!.

The quantityv̇•r in ~18! can be expressed in terms
simpler quantities using the Jellett condition~7!. We first use
~5! to get

L̇5I 1v̇1DI v̇33̂1DIv33̇̂, ~19!

where 3̇̂5v33̂ because of the pure rotation of the bod
fixed unit vectors. Multiplying~19! with •r , and using~7!,

L̇•r50, thus gives

I 1~v̇•r !1DIr 3v̇31DIRv3v•~ 3̂3 ẑ!50, ~20!

where we have again usedr5Rẑ2a3̂ to get the last term in
~20!.

Substitutingv̇•r from ~20! into ~18!, and the result into

~16!, and replacingL̇3 by I 3v̇3 on the left-hand side~LHS!
gives

I 3v̇352M
DI

I 1
r 3

2v̇32M
DI

I 1
Rr3v3v•~ 3̂3 ẑ!2Mr 2v̇3

1MaRv3v•~ 3̂3 ẑ!. ~21!

We now manipulate~21! as follows. ~i! We multiply both
sides byv3 in order to obtain the energy rate of chan

(d/dt) 1
2 I 3v3

2 on the LHS.~ii ! On the right-hand side~RHS!

we note that 3ˆ 3 ẑ52sinuû, where û is a unit vector per-
pendicular to the plane of Fig. 2, pointing outward. We th
note thatv•û[u̇. Replacingr 2 in the third term on the RHS

by r 25r 3
21r'

2 , wherer 3 is the component ofr along 3̂and

r' the remaining part perpendicular to 3ˆ , and canceling the
resultingr 3

2 term against part of the first term gives

I 3v3v̇352M
I 3

I 1
r 3

2v3v̇32M S I 3

I 1
21DRr3v3

2u̇ sinu

2Mr'
2 v3v̇31MaRv3

2u̇ sinu. ~22!

From the second term on the RHS of~22!, we obtain two
terms from the two terms in (I 3 /I 121). When we replacer 3

by (R cosu2a) in the second term, from the21 we obtain a
term which cancels the last term in~22!. From the relations
r 35R cosu2a and r'5R sinu ~see Fig. 3:r' here is the

equal tor 28 there!, we easily findṙ 352Ru̇ sinu and r' ṙ'

5R2u̇ sinu cosu. Using these relations we find that~22! be-
comes
824 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 68, No. 9, September 2000
n

I 3v3v̇352M
I 3

I 1
r 3

2v3v̇32M
I 3

I 1
r 3ṙ 3v3

22Mr' ṙ'v3
2

2Mr'
2 v3v̇3 . ~23!

Equation~23! can be written

d

dt F1

2
I 3v3

21
1

2
Mr'

2 v3
21

1

2
M

I 3

I 1
r 3

2v3
2G50. ~24!

From ~24! we find the constant of the motion

F1

2
I 31

1

2
MR2 sin2 u1

1

2
M

I 3

I 1
~R cosu2a!2Gv3

2

5const. ~25!

The Routh constant~25! gives us a third relation amon
the componentsv18 , v28 , andv3 . We explore some con
sequences later. Equation~25! involves onlyv3 ~andu!. We
can bring inv28 using the Jellett constant~14!, or usingvz

5v3 cosu1v28 sinu and the Jellett relation, we can rewrit
~25! in terms of v3 and vz . After some manipulation the
result takes the form

~DI ~ I 31MR2!2I 3Ma2!v3
222CJMRvz1I 1MR2vz

2

5const, ~26!

where CJ is the Jellett constant occurring on the RHS
~14!. The Routh constant was rediscovered by Isaeva19 in
1959 in the form~26!. We do not agree52 with her physical
interpretation of this constant, however. The form~25! ap-
pears to be the most useful—see Sec. VI.

The physical significance of the Routh constant~25! or
~26! is somewhat obscure. It is a kinetic energy type of co
stant, and appears to reflect the fact that the constraint f
F is workless, and therefore conserves the total kinetic
ergy. It also expresses conservation of the sign ofv3 in
rolling motion—see Sec. VI and Ref. 33.~iii ! For the limit-
ing caseR→0, the Routh constant~25! can be reduced to

L35constS 11
MaRcosu

I 11Ma2 D1O~R2!, ~27!

and henceL35const forR50. Substituting~27! into ~13! we
find that the Jellett constant in the limitR→0 can be written
as

Lz5const1
Ma2 cosu

I 11Ma2 L3 ~R→0!. ~28!

Using the transformation law52 for angular momentum unde
an origin shift we then find that~28! is equivalent to

LCZ5const ~R→0!, ~29!

whereLC is the angular momentum with respect to the co
tact point C. Since, forR→0, we haveLC35L3 , we can
write the two conservation laws in this limit (R→0) as
LC35const andLCZ5const. These two conservation law
are the usual ones46 for a symmetric top with a fixed poin
tip. Equations~13! and ~25! thus can be thought of as gen
eralizations from a pointed tip to a rounded one. Altern
tively, they can be thought of as modifications arising fro
the change from a perfectly smooth surface to a perfe
rough one; a perfectly smooth surface conservesL3 and Lz
~see Appendix B!.
824C. G. Gray and B. G. Nickel
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VI. DISCUSSION

The three constants of the motion~6!, ~14!, and~25! give
us three relations for the angular velocity componentsv18 ,
v28 , andv3 . Thus, during the top motion, for a given valu
of u, ~25! fixes v3 . Then~14! fixes v28 , and then~6! fixes

the tipping ratev18[u̇. Thus we have a functional relatio

of the form u̇25 f (u). This is of standard one-dimension
type53 1

2 mẋ25E2V(x), and can be formally integrated im
mediately to givet(u),t5*udu/Af (u), which can be in-
verted to giveu(t). The integral can be done numerically
needed. A full study would be lengthy since, even for a giv
top with definite parameters (I 1 ,I 3 ,a), four initial conditions

must be chosen,u (0), u̇ (0), v28
(0) , v3

(0) , which set the con-
stantsE, KJ , KR , whereKJ andKR are the Jellett and Rout
constants. One can also look for turning pointsum , defined
by f (um)50. For steady precession at angleup , two turning
points coincide so thatf (up)50 and f 8(up)50, where f 8
5d f /du. The precession will be stable iff 9(up),0, since

u̇25 f (u) implies ü5 1
2 f 8(u). 1

2 f 9(up)(u2up) for u near
up .

To illustrate the allowed trajectories qualitatively, w
make some plots, for our particular top, of essentiallyu̇2

[ f (u) vs u ~see below!; in the one-dimensional case th
corresponds to plotting12 mẋ2[E2V(x), rather thanV(x),
vs x. We choose convenient basic units as follows: leng
mass, and acceleration are in units ofR, M, andg, respec-
tively. The derived units of time, angular frequency, forc
energy, and moment of inertia are then (R/g)1/2, (g/R)1/2,
Mg, MgR, andMR2, respectively.

In our units, versions of the Jellett~14! and Routh~25!
constants are then

sinuv281
I 3

I 1
~cosu2a!v35KJ , ~30!

f 3~u!2v3
25KR

2, ~31!

respectively, where

f 3~u!25I 31sin2 u1
I 3

I 1
~cosu2a!2. ~32!

To eliminate the cross termv28v3 and thev3
2 term from the

energy equation~6!, we form~in our units! the shifted energy
2E8[2E2KR

21(I 1 /I 3)KJ
2.

2E852a~12cosu!1 f 2~u!2v28
2

1 f 1~u!2v18
2 , ~33!

where

f 2~u!25I 11
I 1

I 3
sin2 u1~cosu2a!2, ~34!

f 1~u!25I 1111a222a cosu. ~35!

Eliminating v28 from ~33! using~30! and~31! yields a con-

venient form foru̇2[v18
2 :

f 1
2u̇252E822a~12cosu!

2
f 2

2

sin2 u FKJ2
I 3

I 1
~cosu2a!

KR

f 3
G2

. ~36!
825 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 68, No. 9, September 2000
n

,

,

This can obviously be put in the standard form stated ear
u̇25 f (u).

Figure 5, generated usingMAPLE software, shows plots o
f 1

2u̇2 vs u for various values of the Jellett constantKJ . The
values of the top parameters for our particular top,a, I 1 , and
I 3 , are taken from Appendix A. The Routh constantKR has
been fixed atKR510 for all curves, corresponding to th
typical large initial spin raten3

(0)[v3
(0)/2p of about 20

cycles/s. The energyE is adjusted for each curve to the max
mum allowed such that the normal forceFz does not become
negative; if allowed to occur, such a negative force wou
mean in reality that the top would jump off the surface.
our units,Fz is given as a function ofu by55

Fz~u!511a~ 1
2 sinu f 8~u!1cosu f ~u!!. ~37!

For trajectories in the upper hemisphere (u<p/2), only
f 8(u) in ~37! can become negative; it is largest at the ou

turning pointsum ~points whereu̇50!. The lineFz50 in the
horizontalKJ ,u plane of Fig. 5 connects the outer turnin
points. The scale of theKJ axis is set by pointP, where
KJ58.37, the value for which@¯# in ~36! vanishes atu
50. At this point the centrifugal barrierf 2

2/sin2 u for u→0 in
~36! is nullified by the more rapid (;u4) vanishing of the

factor @¯#.2 The vertical scale is set by the value off 1
2u̇2 at

P, the highest peak,f 1
2u̇2518.6.

As expected, the allowed trajectories in Fig. 5 correspo
to a series of tielines in theKJ ,u plane connecting the inne
and outer turning points. We cannot draw tielines below
KJ ,u plane for the reason explained earlier~such trajectories
would generate a negative normal force!, but we can imagine
drawing them above the plane, the trajectories having co
spondingly lower energy. The limiting cases, the tielines
zero length, are the points at the peaks of the curves. Th
points represent trajectories with uniform precession at c
stant angleu5up . We can see that for these pointsf 9(up)
,0, so that the precession is stable.

Fig. 5. Curves off 1
2u̇2 vs u, for various values of the Jellett constantKJ for

our particular tippe top. Only trajectories~the horizontal tielines! in or near
the upper hemisphere (u&p/2) are shown. The end points of the tielines a

the turning pointsum , whereu̇50. The scale of theKJ axis is set by point

P whereKJ58.37 @in units of (g/R)1/2#. The vertical scale is set byf 1
2u̇2

518.6@in units ofMgR# at pointP; the corresponding energyE525.1~and
correspondinglyE859.29! ensuresFz50 at the outer turning point.
825C. G. Gray and B. G. Nickel
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In showing the allowed trajectories in Fig. 5~the tielines!,
we have assumed the top does not slip anywhere on
trajectory. To see how realistic this assumption is for norm
surfaces, we calculate the ratioFh /Fz at each point on the
trajectory, whereFh5AFx

21Fy
2 is the magnitude of the hori

zontal tangential force at the contact point. IfFh /Fz exceeds
the coefficient of static frictionms , slipping will in fact oc-
cur. In our units the components ofFh can be calculated a
functions ofu from56

Fx~u!52
I 3KRAf

f 3
3 S cosu2

I 3

I 1
~cosu2a! D , ~38!

Fy~u!5
a sinuFz1

1
2 I 1f 82I 1 cotuv28

2
1I 3v28v3

12a cosu
,

~39!

where Fz(u) is given by ~37!, and v28(u) and v3(u) are
given by ~30! and ~31!. As an example we takems50.5.
Figure 6 shows the trajectories allowed in theKJ ,u plane
now. It is seen that a considerable fraction of the trajecto
previously allowed are now unallowed, and the allowed o
have a smaller range inu.

We can also draw some qualitative conclusions from
individual expressions for the three constants of the mot
From the Routh constant~25!, for example, because th
quantity in brackets does not go to zero or infinity for a
value of u, we see thatv3 cannot change sign during th
motion. This alone is a proof that sliding friction is essent
for complete tippe top behavior, since it is obvious from F
1 that v3 does change sign. Assuming sliding does occ
Jellett57 ~see also Gallop3 and Leutwyler30! shows from the
Jellett constant alone~which we have seen is valid even wit
sliding! that the tippe top does indeed tip up to the verti
(u5p) under certain conditions. Another simple cons
quence can be found by comparing the implications of
energy and Routh constants for the situation illustrated
Fig. 1, i.e.,u changing from near zero top. With no fric-
tional dissipation the fractional kinetic energy loss

Fig. 6. Top view of Fig. 5, with a new criterion for allowed trajectories. T
energies of the allowed trajectories of Fig. 5~shown as tielines there, an
here! have been reduced to the maximum allowed such that the top doe
slip, assumingms50.5. The lineFh/Fz50.5 indicates the points on th
trajectories~not always exactly the outer turning point! where the top is on
the verge of slipping. The shaded region shows the reduced region o
KJ , u plane allowed compared to that allowed in Fig. 5.
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(0)2, which, for our particular top, from the dat
of Appendix A, is in the range 1%–25% for initial spin rate
v3

(0) generated by hand. On the other hand, the Routh c
stant sets the loss in kinetic energy at about 20% for allv3

(0) .
In general these conditions disagree, again showing that
transition u;0→p is in general impossible without slip
ping.

There are issues that could be explored further. For
ample, the precise physical significance of the Routh c
stant remains elusive.58 In this connection it might be usefu
to try to find a direct connection between this constant of
motion and the underlying symmetries of the system.
would also be of interest to explore the allowed trajector
~Figs. 5 and 6! for tops of various shapes. For example, f
our tippe topa/R510.07, but for an ordinary topa/R might
be of order210. In conclusion, we think the study of th
constants of the motion for the nonsliding top with a sphe
cal peg is instructive regarding some aspects of the motio
a real top, and also provides a nontrivial example of a sys
which is highly nonlinear yet integrable, one which deserv
to be better known.
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APPENDIX A: SPECIFICATIONS OF A COMMON
COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE TIPPE TOP

The top in our possession is made of light hardwood. I
a truncated sphere of uniform density with a cylindric
stem, thus forming a symmetric top with principal axes m
ments of inertiaI 1 , I 1 , andI 3 . Figure 7 gives the specifica
tions. In particular, the asymmetry parameterse[a/R and
d[DI /I 1 have the valuese50.070 andd50.0226.

APPENDIX B: CONSTANTS OF THE MOTION FOR
A PERFECTLY SMOOTH SURFACE

This case has also been discussed by Routh59 and is much
simpler than the case of a perfectly rough surface. The c

ot

he

Fig. 7. Physical specifications of our tippe top: the massM511.5 g, R
51.6 cm, c50.82 cm, l 51.92 cm, r 50.32 cm, a/R50.070, I 3 /MR2

50.408, andI 1 /MR250.399. ~Recall that for a uniform solid sphereI 1

5I 350.4MR2. For the truncated sphere, for calculatingI 1 and I 3 , the
origin of the 1,3 axes is displaced toG.!
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straint forceF now has only a vertical or normal compone
Fz . We rewrite the equations of motion~1! and ~2! for this
case as

M v̇5N1w, L̇52r3N, ~B1!

where N5Fzẑ. The constraint~3! still holds, but ~4! does
not.

There are six coordinates38 and one holonomic constrain
z5R2a cosu, wherez is the Z component ofr , yielding
five degrees of freedom. There are five constants of the
tion, as we show, so that the system is integrable.

From the absence of forces in theX andY directions, we
have the momentum constantsMvx5const and Mvy

5const. From the absence of torques around the 3 anZ
axes, we have the angular momentum constantsL35const
andLz5const. From the absence of dissipation, we have
energyE5const, where

E5 1
2 I 1v18

2
1 1

2 I 1v28
2

1 1
2 I 3v3

21 1
2 Mvx

21 1
2 Mvy

21 1
2 Mvz

2

1Mga~12cosu!. ~B2!

The third, fourth, and fifth terms are constants, so that~B2!
simplifies to

1
2 I 1v18

2
1 1

2 I 1v28
2

1 1
2 Mvz

21Mga~12cosu!5const.
~B3!

Herevz5 ż5a sinuu̇, andv18[u̇. Using

Lz5I 3v3 cosu1I 1v28 sinu, ~B4!

we can eliminatev28 also, and obtain, as before, a on

dimensional equation of standard typeu̇25 f (u).
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reprinted by Dover, 1950!.
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is necessary for the top to make the transition shown in Fig. 1, sincevz is
reduced~conservation of energy—the center of mass has risen!, so that az
torque, which can only arise from friction, must have played a role. To
that some sliding friction is essential, note~ii ! conservative systems in
bounded motions generally oscillate between turning points, and do n
general reach a final steady state as observed in Fig. 1~b!, and~iii ! a pure
rolling motion ~with pivoting allowed but no sliding! would produce in
Fig. 1~b! the top with angular momentum pointing down, rather than s
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vative Systems Have No Attractors,’’ see, e.g., R. L. Borrelli and C.
Coleman,Differential Equations~Wiley, New York, 1998!, p. 457.#
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42!, the Routh–Hurwitz and other stability criteria~Ref. 43!, and the
Routh rules~Ref. 44! for moments of inertia, as well as for his books~Ref.
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books have been out of fashion for some time~Ref. 45!, but are an invalu-
able source of results and inspiration.
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1980!, 2nd ed., p. 352.

43D. R. Merkin,Introduction to the Theory of Stability~Springer, New York,
1997!, pp. 84, 111.

44J. L. Synge and B. A. Griffith,Principles of Mechanics~McGraw–Hill,
New York, 1959!, 2nd ed., p. 293.

45According to William Fogg Osgood, author of a number of textboo
including Mechanics ~MacMillan, London, 1937; reprinted by Dover
1965!, ‘‘Routh’s exposition of the theory is execrable, but his lists
problems, garnered from the old Cambridge Tripos papers, are capi
~Osgood, p. 246!.

46R. Baierlein, Newtonian Dynamics~McGraw–Hill, New York, 1983!,
Chap. 7.

47E. A. Milne, Vectorial Mechanics~Methuen, London, 1948!, Chaps. 15–
17.

48W. Case, ‘‘The Gyroscope: An Elementary Discussion of a Child’s Toy
Am. J. Phys.45, 1107–1109~1977!; W. B. Case and M. A. Shay, ‘‘On the
Interesting Behaviour of a Gimbal-mounted Gyroscope,’’ibid. 60, 503–
506 ~1992!.

49The three Euler angles areufc, with f describing the azimuth position
aroundZ, andc the spin position around 3. Since there areX, Yand 1, 2
rotational symmetries in the problem,f andc will contain arbitrary ref-
erence values.

50For a masterful account of nonholonomic constraints, see J. G. Papas
dis, Tensor Calculus and Analytical Dynamics~CRC Press, Boca Raton
FL, 1999!.

51Note thatṙÞv. The correct relation isṙ5v2 ṙC , whererC is the vector
from the origin of an arbitrary set of space fixed axes to the moving p
C. Using ṙC5vO5v3Rẑ, since pointC is always directly under pointO
~see Fig. 2!, andv5v3r , we again get~11!.

52Isaeva~Ref. 19! states ‘‘The projection of the angular momentum abo
the point of contact on a principal axis of inertia is a constant.’’ We
unable to confirm this claim. The angular momentum about contact p
C, LC , is related to that aboutG, LG[L , by LC5L1M r3v. Because
LC•r5L•r , we haveLC•r5const as another version of the Jellet consta
~10!. This gives LCZ2(a/R)LC35const, where LCZ5LC3 cosu
1LC28 sinu. Hence LC3 and LC28 are related. However, the individua

quantities L̇C18 , L̇C28 , and L̇C3 can be calculated fromL̇C @using an

equation of motion~Ref. 54! which differs from ~2!, i.e., L̇C5tC1Mv
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3 ṙC#, and do not vanish.@An exception occurs in the limitR→0—see the
discussion below Eq.~29!.# Here tC is the torque aboutC, and ṙC the
velocity of the contact point as traced out on the horizontal surface~see
Ref. 51!.

53See, for example, Osgood~Ref. 45, p. 456!, Synge and Griffith~Ref. 44,
pp. 328, 388! Goldstein~Ref. 42, pp. 75, 76, 215, 216, or Chataev~Ref.
28, pp. 130, 136, 210!.

54D. J. McGill and J. G. Papastavridis, ‘‘Comments on ‘Comments on Fix
Points in Torque-Angular Momentum Relations,’ ’’ Am. J. Phys.55, 470–
471 ~1987!.

55The normal force is given by@see Fig. 2 or Eq.~1!# Fz5Mg1M v̇z . Since

v̇z5 z̈ and z5R2a cosu, we have v̇z5a sinuü1a cosuu̇2. From u̇2

5 f (u) we obtain ü5 f 8(u)/2, so thatFz as a function ofu is Fz(u)

5Mg1Ma(
1
2 sinuf8(u)1cosuf(u)).

56We chooseX,Y axes as in Fig. 4.Fx[F18 can be obtained from@see the
argument above Eq.~13!# FxR sinu5t35I3v̇3. From ~31! we get v̇35

2KRḟ 3 / f 3
2. Evaluating ḟ 3 from ~32! then yields expression~38! for Fx

given in the text. To obtainFy we start witht5L̇ , so thatt•1̂85L̇•1̂8

5(d/dt)(L•1̂8)2L• 1̇̂85I 1v̇182L• 1̇̂8. Using ~see Fig. 4! 1̇̂85ḟ ŷ

5(v28/sinu)ŷ5(v28/sinu) (cosu2̂82sinu3̂), and t•1̂85Fy(R2a cosu)

2Fza sinu, we get Fy(R2a cosu)2Fza sinu5I1v̇182I1 cotuv28
2

1I3v28v3. We then usev̇18[ü5 f 8(u)/2 to get expression~39! for Fy

given in the text.
57The full argument~Ref. 34! is somewhat lengthy, but the essence is

follows. Since@see~13!# L̇z5(a/R)L̇3 , any change in the initialLz is only
a small fraction (a/R) ~;7% for our top! of the change inL3 . Suppose the
top starts as in Fig. 1~a!, with u'0 andLz'L3 both large. If after some
time the sliding friction has reducedL3 to a small value, say zero,Lz is
thus reduced to about 93% of its initial value. This meansu must have
increased to about 90°, otherwiseLz would project a large componen
along the 3 axis. In other words, the center of mass has risen.

58A hint is perhaps contained in a result of Gallop~Ref. 3! @see also Deimel
~Ref. 32! and Leutwyler~Ref. 30!#. For the sliding case, wherev5v3r
no longer holds~see Appendix B!, Gallop shows that the minimum of the
total kinetic energy, at fixedu and fixed Jellett constantJ ~13!, is Kmin

(J)

3(u)5J2/2I eff(u), where I eff(u)5I1 sin2 u1I3(cosu2e)2, with e5a/R, is
the effective moment of inertia occurring in Routh’s constant~25! when
rewritten as@(1/2)(I 3I 1 /MR2)1(1/2)I eff(u)#v3

25const. The minimum oc-
curs with the top rotating aboutr , and the corresponding moment of ine
tia I r̂ is related toI eff(u) by I eff(u)5(r/R)2 Ir̂ . Whether this has any signifi-
cance for the rolling case is not clear.

59Routh ~Ref. 40!, p. 194.
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